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Plotinus on Beauty (Enneads 1.6 and 5.8.1–2)
Plotinus was a major Greek-speaking philosopher of the ancient world. In his
philosophy there are three principles: the One, the Intellect, and the Soul. His
teacher was Ammonius Saccas and he is of the Platonic tradition. Historians of the
19th century invented the term Neoplatonism and applied it to him and his
philosophy which was influential in Late Antiquity. Much of the biographical
information about Plotinus comes from Porphyry's preface to his edition of Plotinus'
Enneads. His metaphysical writings have inspired centuries of Pagan, Islamic,
Jewish, Christian, and Gnostic metaphysicians and mystics. Plotinus was a major
Greek-speaking philosopher of the ancient world. In his philosophy there are three
principles: the One, the Intellect, and the Soul. His teacher was Ammonius Saccas
and he is of the Platonic tradition. Historians of the 19th century invented the term
Neoplatonism and applied it to him and his philosophy which was influential in Late
Antiquity. Much of the biographical information about Plotinus comes from
Porphyry's preface to his edition of Plotinus' Enneads. His metaphysical writings
have inspired centuries of Pagan, Islamic, Jewish, Christian, and Gnostic
metaphysicians and mystics.

The Heart of Plotinus
Drawing parallels with other traditions, U davinys emphasizes that Plotinus'
philosophy was not a purely mental or rational exercise, but a complete way of life
incorporating the spiritual virtues. Plotinus is widely regarded as the founder of the
school of Neo-Platonism and this book provides an introduction to his teachings
and an informative commentary on the Enneads. Also included is a commentary by
Plotinus' leading disciple, Porphyry (c. 233-305 A.D.), on an enigmatic passage
from Homer's epic, the Odyssey.

Neoplatonism and Nature
With the growth of interest in later Greek philosophy, the importance of Plotinus
(AD 205-270) as a seminal influence on later thinkers, both pagan and Christian, is
being increasingly recognized. The Enneads have been readily available for some
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time, both in Greek and in English translation, and there is no shortage of scholarly
writing on the Enneads in general, and on particular aspects of Plotinus' thought.
However, apart from Michael Atkinson's translation and commentary on Ennead
V.1 (Clarendon Press, 1985), there has been no major commentary in English on
any single treatise. Plotinus' Greek is notoriously obscure, and mere translation
often sheds little light. Barrie Fleet's translation and commentary on Ennead III.6
elucidates the text of a major treatise in which Plotinus uses the concept of
impassivity to shed light on three questions of importance to Platonists: the nature
of change in the human soul; its analogue in the Sensible World; and the nature of
Matter. Dr Fleet shows how texts of Plato and Aristotle, and Hellenistic
commentaries on them, were central to the seminars held in Rome under the
leadership of Plotinus. This treatise is the outcome of one such seminar. All Greek
quotations in the commentary are translated into English, and all Greek terms are
either translated or transliterated, making this edition fully accessible to readers
with or without Greek.

Enneads: Psychic and physical treatises; comprising the
second and third Enneads
'The Essential Plotinus is a lifesaver. For many years my students in Greek and
Roman Religion have depended on it to understand the transition from antiquity to
the Middle Ages. The translation is crisp and clear, and the excerpts are just right
for an introduction to Plotionus's many-layered view of the world and humankind's
place in it' - F. E. Romer, University of Arizona

Enneads
This is the first volume of a groundbreaking commentary on one of the most
important works of ancient philosophy, the Enneads of Plotinus—a text that formed
the basis of Neoplatonism and had a deep influence on early Christian thought and
medieval and Renaissance philosophy. This volume covers the first three of the six
Enneads, as well as Porphyry's Life of Plotinus, a document in which Plotinus’s
student—the collector and arranger of the Enneads—introduces the philosopher
and his work. A landmark contribution to modern Plotinus scholarship, Paul
Kalligas’s commentary is the most detailed and extensive ever written for the
whole of the Enneads. For each of the treatises in the first three Enneads, Kalligas
provides a brief introduction that presents the philosophical background against
which Plotinus’s contribution can be assessed; a synopsis giving the main lines and
the articulation of the argument; and a running commentary placing Plotinus’s
thought in its intellectual context and making evident the systematic association of
its various parts with each other.

The Essential Plotinus
The Greek text is essentially that of P. Henry and H.R. Schwyzer.

Ennead VI.9
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Plotinus on Beauty and Reality
This book is addressed to readers new to the Enneads. One of the greatest of
ancient philosophers, Plotinus is attracting ever-increasing attention from those
interested in ancient philosophy, late Antiquity, and the importance of this period
for the Western intellectual tradition. O'Meara presents a brief outline of Plotinus's
life, and of the composition of the Enneads, placing Plotinus within the intellectual
context of the philosophical schools and religious movements of his time. He then
discusses selected Plotinian texts in relation to a number of central philosophical
issues to show how Plotinus's thinking on these issues evolved, and to assess the
historical importance of his philosophy.

Ennead III.6
Plotinus (A.D. 204/5-270) was the first and greatest of Neoplatonic philosophers.
His writings were edited by his disciple Porphyry, who published them many years
after his master's death in six sets of nine treatises each (the Enneads). Plotinus
regarded Plato as his master, and his own philosophy is a profoundly original
development of the Platonism of the first two centuries of the Christian era and the
closely related thought of the Neopythagoreans, with some influences from
Aristotle and his followers and the Stoics, whose writings he knew well but used
critically. He is a unique combination of mystic and Hellenic rationalist. His thought
dominated later Greek philosophy and influenced both Christians and Moslems,
and is still alive today because of its union of rationality and intense religious
experience. In his edition of 'Plotinus', Armstrong provides introductions to each
treatise. His invaluable notes explain obscure passages and give reference to
parallels in Plotinus and others.

Ennead V.1
This is the first volume of a groundbreaking commentary on one of the most
important works of ancient philosophy, the Enneads of Plotinus—a text that formed
the basis of Neoplatonism and had a deep influence on early Christian thought and
medieval and Renaissance philosophy. This volume covers the first three of the six
Enneads, as well as Porphyry's Life of Plotinus, a document in which Plotinus’s
student—the collector and arranger of the Enneads—introduces the philosopher
and his work. A landmark contribution to modern Plotinus scholarship, Paul
Kalligas’s commentary is the most detailed and extensive ever written for the
whole of the Enneads. For each of the treatises in the first three Enneads, Kalligas
provides a brief introduction that presents the philosophical background against
which Plotinus’s contribution can be assessed; a synopsis giving the main lines and
the articulation of the argument; and a running commentary placing Plotinus’s
thought in its intellectual context and making evident the systematic association of
its various parts with each other.

The Enneads
Attributed to Iamblichus (4th cent. AD), The Theology of Arithmetic is about the
mystical, mathmatical and cosmological symbolism of the first ten numbers. Its is
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the longest work on number symbolism to survive from the ancient world, and
Robin Waterfield's careful translation contains helpful footnotes, an extensive
glossary, bibliography, and foreword by Keith Critchlow. Never before translated
from ancient Greek, this important sourcework is indispensable for anyone
intereted in Pythagorean though, Neoplatonism, or the symbolism of Numbers.

Plotinos
Original essays by leading scholars on Plotinus' philosophy of nature.

The Six Enneads
Regarded as the founder of Neo-Platonism, Plotinus (AD 204-70) was the last great
philosopher of antiquity, producing 0works that proved in many ways a precursor
to Renaissance thought. Plotinus was convinced of the existence of a state of
supreme perfection and argued powerfully that it was necessary to guide the
human soul towards this state. Here he outlines his compelling belief in three
increasingly perfect levels of existence - the Soul, the Intellect, and the One - and
explains his conviction that humanity must strive to draw the soul towards spiritual
transcendence. A fusion of Platonism, mystic passion and Aristotelian thought, The
Enneads offers a highly original synthesis of early philosophical and religious
beliefs, which powerfully influenced later Christian and Islamic theology.

The Enneads of Plotinus, Volume 1
Plotinus
"A translation and commentary on Plotinus' Ennead VI.9 on the Good, being the
treatise chosen by Porphyry as the culmination of Plotinus' Collected Works"--

Plotinus on the Good Or the One (Enneads VI, 9)
"A translation of Plotinus' Enneads V.5: "That the Intelligibles are not External to
the Intellect, and on the Good," with an introduction and philosophical
commentary. Platonists beginning in the Old Academy itself and up to and
including Plotinus struggled to understand and articulate the relation between
Plato's Demiurge and the Living Animal which served as the model for creation.
The treatise V.5 [32] sets out the case for the internality of Forms to the Intellect
that the Demiurge is and argues for the necessary existence of an absolutely
simple and transcendent first principle of all, the One or the Good"--

The Enneads of Plotinus
Kalligas's commentaries are a major event in the study of Plotinus. Kalligas is
sensitive to the demands of exegesis, philology, and history, but also to the more
subtle and challenging demands of philosophical analysis. His commentary
displays extraordinary mastery of the full text of the Enneads and a sophisticated
appreciation of the relevant contexts--from Plato, Aristotle, and Stoicism to
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skepticism, Middle Platonism, and the entire tradition of Neoplatonism

Plotinus
Plotinus was one of the most influential philosophers of the early Christian world,
whose life was dedicated to the care of others and whose extensive treatises were
recorded and preserved by his pupil and colleague Porphyry. This book provides a
guide to reading and understanding Plotinus and covers many of the topics that he
contemplated.

Delphi Complete Works of Plotinus - Complete Enneads
(Illustrated)
The Enneads by Plotinus is a work which is central to the history of philosophy in
late antiquity. This volume is the first complete edition of the Enneads in English
for over seventy-five years, and also includes Porphyry's Life of Plotinus. Led by
Lloyd P. Gerson, a team of experts present up-to-date translations which are based
on the best available text, the editio minor of Henry and Schwyzer and its
corrections. The translations are consistent in their vocabulary, making the volume
ideal for the study of Plotinus' philosophical arguments. They also offer extensive
annotation to assist the reader, together with cross-references and citations which
will enable users more easily to navigate the texts. This monumental edition will be
invaluable for scholars of Plotinus with or without ancient Greek, as well as for
students of the Platonic tradition.

Enneads
Plotinus on Number
The greatest of the Neoplatonic philosophers, Plotinus taught a system of thought
that would dominate later Greek philosophy and influence both Christian and
Islamic ideology. Delphi’s Ancient Classics series provides eReaders with the
wisdom of the Classical world, with both English translations and the original Latin
and Greek texts. This comprehensive eBook presents Plotinus’ complete extant
works, with beautiful illustrations, informative introductions and the usual Delphi
bonus material. (Version 1) * Beautifully illustrated with images relating to Plotinus’
life and works * Features the complete extant works of Plotinus, in both English
translation and the original Greek * Concise introduction to the Plotinus’ work *
Includes Stephen MacKenna’s seminal translation * Excellent formatting of the
texts * Easily locate the chapters you want to read with individual contents tables *
Provides a special dual English and Greek text of the ‘Enneads’, allowing readers to
compare the sections chapter by chapter – ideal for students * Features three
bonus biographies – discover Plotinus’ ancient world * Scholarly ordering of texts
into chronological order and literary genres Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to
explore our range of Ancient Classics titles CONTENTS: The Translation ENNEADS
The Greek Text CONTENTS OF THE GREEK TEXT The Dual Text DUAL GREEK AND
ENGLISH TEXT The Biographies ON THE LIFE OF PLOTINUS AND THE
ARRANGEMENT OF HIS WORK by Porphyry LIFE OF PLOTINOS by Eunapius LIFE OF
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PLOTINOS by Suidas Please visit www.delphiclassics.com to browse through our
range of exciting titles

Ennead IV.7
Amazing as it may be, to this day few commentaries on the treatises of Plotinus'
Enneads are written. The classic ninth treatise (VI,9 in Porphyrius' order), for
example, has hardly been studied. This treatise, however, is of vital importance,
because it is in this work that for the first time in the Enneads, the One in its
superform emerges and Plotinus dwells on the remarkable phenomenon of a
'mystical union' of the soul with the One. A thorough analysis of the argument and
its development next to philosophical and philo-logical support will be welcome to
any reader of this in-triguing but difficult treatise. These aims are pursued in the
main part of Meijer's work, the commentary. The first part of the book, preceding
the commentary, examines the philosophical history of the concept of the One and
its status in the first eight treatises. This new approach to the problem of the One
leads to striking conclusions. It appears that while Plotinus was writing these first
eight treatises, the concept of the One developed from that of a Supreme Entity of
a Mesoplatonian character, viz. the upper part of the mind, to One of a Superone
above mind. This casts an entirely new light on the position of the One in Plotinus
and that of the ninth treatise itself. The third part not only examines the mystical
union as pictured in the ninth treatise, but also provides a full scale discussion of
Plotinus' descriptions of this union in his en-tire work. The degree of unification,
viz. the question whether a part of the mystic self remains intact during the
unification, is a matter of vigorous scholarly debate. Meijer shows that, in spite of
some inconsistencies in his doctrine about the union, one must accept that Plotinus
basically considered the union as a complete absorption of the soul into the
Supreme Entity.

Plotinus
Plotinus on Number studies the fundamental role which number plays in the
architecture of the universe in Neoplatonic philosophy. This book draws attention
to Platinus' concept as a necesscary and fundamental link between the Platonic
and the late Neoplatonic theories of number.

The Enneads
In Ennead II.1 (40) Plotinus grapples both with the philosophical issue of personal
identity through time and with the rich tradition of cosmology which pitted the
Platonists against the Aristotelians and Stoics. James Wilberding presents an
extensive introduction, the text itself, and a commentary offering a line-by-line
interpretation of the work's philosophical, philological and historical details.

Ennead V.5
A Greek edition of Plotinus's philosophical works with notes for students of
Classical Greek Plotinus, the father of Neoplatonism, composed the treatise On
Beauty (Ennead 1.6) as the first of a series of philosophical essays devoted to
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interpreting and elucidating Platonic ideas. This treatise is one of the most
accessible and influential of Plotinus's works, and it provides a stimulating entrée
into the many facets of his philosophical activity. In this volume Andrew Smith first
introduces readers to the Greek of Plotinus and to his philosophy in general, then
provides the Greek text of and English notes on Plotinus's systematic argument
and engaging exhortation to foster the inner self. The volume ends with the text of
and notes on Plotinus's complementary statements in On Intelligible Beauty
(Ennead 5.8.1–2). Features: An overview of Plotinus's life Background discussion of
Plotinus's thought and outline of his philosophical system Analysis of the
relationship of Plotinus's thought to Plato’s

The Third Ennead of Plotinus
Plotinus (A.D. 204/5-270) was the first and greatest of Neoplatonic philosophers.
His writings were edited by his disciple Porphyry, who published them many years
after his master's death in six sets of nine treatises each (the Enneads). Plotinus
regarded Plato as his master, and his own philosophy is a profoundly original
development of the Platonism of the first two centuries of the Christian era and the
closely related thought of the Neopythagoreans, with some influences from
Aristotle and his followers and the Stoics, whose writings he knew well but used
critically. He is a unique combination of mystic and Hellenic rationalist. His thought
dominated later Greek philosophy and influenced both Christians and Moslems,
and is still alive today because of its union of rationality and intense religious
experience. In his edition of 'Plotinus', Armstrong provides introductions to each
treatise. His invaluable notes explain obscure passages and give reference to
parallels in Plotinus and others.

Plotinus on Eudaimonia
Plotinus
Sixteen leading scholars introduce and explain the many facets of Plotinus'
'Neoplatonism'.

Plotinus and the Presocratics
First published in 1999. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.

The Enneads
The Cambridge Companion to Plotinus
Ennead I.1 is a succinct and concentrated analysis of key themes in Plotinus'
psychology and ethics. It focuses on the soul-body relation, discussing various
Platonic, Aristotelian, and Stoic views before arguing that there is only a soul-trace
in the body (forming with the body a "compound"), while the reasoning soul itself is
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impassive and flawless. The soul-trace hypothesis is used to account for human
emotions, beliefs, and perceptions, and human fallibility in general. Its problematic
relation to our rational powers, as well as the question of moral responsibility, are
explored. Plotinus develops his original and characteristic concept of the self or
"we," which is so called because it is investigated as something common to all
humans (rather than a private individual self), and because it is multiple, referring
to the reasoning soul or to the "living thing" composed of soul-trace and body.
Plotinus explores the relation between the "we" and consciousness, and also its
relation to the higher metaphysical entities, the Good, and Intellect.

Plotinus: The Enneads
The commentary confirms what Porphyry notes in his Life of Plotinus, that the
Enneads are indeed full of hidden Stoic and Peripatetic doctrines. Appendices
contain discussions of Plotinus' view on suicide, and his use of St. Ambrose's
sermon On Jacob and the Good Life."--BOOK JACKET.

The Theology of Arithmetic
The first book-length philosophical study on the Presocratic influences in Plotinus’
Enneads.

The Enneads of Plotinus, Volume 1
Plotinus (204/5–270 C.E.) is a central figure in the history of Western philosophy.
However, during the Middle Ages he was almost unknown. None of the treatises
constituting his Enneads were translated, and ancient translations were lost.
Although scholars had indirect access to his philosophy through the works of
Proclus, St. Augustine, and Macrobius, among others, it was not until 1492 with the
publication of the first Latin translation of the Enneads by the humanist
philosopher Marsilio Ficino (1433–1499) that Plotinus was reborn to the Western
world. Ficino’s translation was accompanied by a long commentary in which he
examined the close relationship between metaphysics and anthropology that
informed Plotinus’s philosophy. Focusing on Ficino’s interpretation of Plotinus’s
view of the soul and of human nature, this book excavates a fundamental chapter
in the history of Platonic scholarship, one which was to inform later readings of the
Enneads up until the nineteenth century. It will appeal to scholars and students
interested in the history of Western philosophy, intellectual history, and book
history.

Reading Plotinus
Plotinus (Greek: ________; c. 204/5 270) was a major Greek-speaking philosopher of
the ancient world. In his philosophy there are three principles: the One, the
Intellect, and the Soul. His teacher was Ammonius Saccas and he is of the Platonic
tradition. Historians of the 19th century invented the term Neoplatonism and
applied it to him and his philosophy which was influential in Late Antiquity. Much of
the biographical information about Plotinus comes from Porphyry's preface to his
edition of Plotinus' Enneads. His metaphysical writings have inspired centuries of
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Pagan, Christian, Islamic and Gnostic metaphysicians and mystics.

Plotinus' Cosmology
The Renaissance of Plotinus
Plotinus' Treatise V.1 comes closer than any other to providing an outline of his
entire spiritual and metaphysical system, and as such it may serve to some degree
as an introduction to his philosophy. It addresses in condensed form a great many
topics to which Plotinus elsewhere devotes extended discussion, including the
problem of the multiple self; eternity and time; the unity-in-duality of intellect and
the intelligible; and the derivation of intelligible being from the One. Above all, it
shows that the so-called "three hypostases"--soul, intellect, and the One--are best
understood not as a sequence of three things additional to one another, but as
three levels of possession of the same content, so that each lower level--soul in
relation to intellect and intellect in relation to the One--is an "image" and
"expression" of its superior. Plotinus exhorts the human soul to overcome its
alienation from its own true nature and its divine origin by first recognizing itself as
superior to the body and the same in kind as the animating principle of the entire
cosmos, and then discovering within itself the still higher levels of reality from
which it derives: intellect and, ultimately, the One or Good, the supreme first
principle of all things. To do so the soul must redirect its attention inward and
upward to become aware of the divinity which is always within it but from which it
is distracted by the clamor of the senses.

Ennead I.1
The Six Enneads.
Ennead IV.7 is a very early treatise, where Plotinus presents the teachings of the
main schools current in his day: the Stoics, Epicureans, Pythagoreans, and
Peripatetics, all of whom presented soul as something material and neither truly
immortal nor imperishable. It includes observations on many mainly Stoic doctrines
on perception, memory, sensation, thought, virtue, powers of material bodies,
mixture and reproduction; on Pythagorean attunement; and on Peripatetic
entelechy. In Chapters 9-10 Plotinuspresents Plato's doctrines on soul's
immortality--mainly that of the individual soul, but a fortiori that of the soul of the
cosmos. These offer some of his most powerful prose. Plotinus is not concerned to
prove the soul's immortality--an uncontroversial tenet of Platonism--but rather with
laying down the indisputable foundations for his later writings.

Plotinus Enneads
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